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Figure S1. The nano-TiO$_2$ size distribution tested by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The nano-TiO$_2$ had a hydrodynamic radius of 72.5 nm obtained by a BI-200SM DLS machine (Brookhaven, USA).
**Figure S2.** (a) Preparation of nanoanatase-incorporated artificial silk fibers from RSF/anatase spinning dope. (b) Schematic illustration of the interface between silk matrix and nanoanatase. The possible interaction bonds between silk fibroin and TiO$_2$ are TiO$_2$/N-terminus (No.1 bond from left), TiO$_2$/middle segmer (No.2 from left), TiO$_2$/C-terminus (No.3 bond from left) and H-bond (No.4 from left).

**Figure S3.** FESEM image of nano-TiO$_2$. The average dimension of the nano-TiO$_2$ (Hangzhou Wanjing New Materials Co., Ltd, China) shown was 25×50 nm. This image was obtained by an S-4800 FESEM (HITACHI, Japan).
Figure S4. Deconvolution result of FTIR spectra in Amide I band. Comparison of β-sheet and random coil/α-helix conformation contents corresponding to the silks in Figure 3a.
Figure S5. The deconvolution of Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra in Amide I band. (a) De-silk. (b~g) RSF/TiO$_2$ hybrid fibers with TiO$_2$ contents of 0, 5‰, 1‰, 3‰, 5‰ and 7‰, respectively. Circles, original spectrum; dashed curve, deconvoluted peaks; solid curve, simulated spectrum from summed peaks.
Figure S6. Deconvolution result of FTIR spectra in Amide III band. Comparison of β-sheet and random coil/α-helix conformation contents corresponding to the silks in Figure 3a.
Figure S7. The deconvolution of FTIR spectra in Amide III band. (a) De-silk. (b~g) RSF/TiO$_2$ hybrid fibers with TiO$_2$ contents of 0, 5‰, 1‰, 3‰, 5‰ and 7‰, respectively. Circles, original spectrum; dashed curve, deconvoluted peaks; solid curve, simulated spectrum from summed peaks.
Figure S8. Two-dimensional SR-WAXD patterns of (a) De-silk, (b) RSF fiber and (c) RSF/TiO$_2$-0.5 fiber, (d) RSF/TiO$_2$-1 fiber, (e) RSF/TiO$_2$-3 fiber, (f) RSF/TiO$_2$-5 fiber, (g) RSF/TiO$_2$-7 fiber
Figure S9. Two-dimensional SR-SAXS patterns of (d) De-silk, and (e) RSF/TiO$_2$-1 fiber.

Figure S10. In$I(q)$-ln$q$ curves of RSF/TiO$_2$-1 silk and De-silk. $D$ is fractal dimension and $D_s$ is surface fractal dimension for composite.
Figure S11. WAXD patterns of RSF/TiO$_2$ fiber at (a) elastic deformation zone and (b) plastic deformation zone observed in the stress-strain curve of the RSF/TiO$_2$ fiber. The elastic deformation zone is before the first yield point. The plastic deformation zone is between the first yield point and the second yield point. The loops in (a) indicate the low orientation. The equatorial symmetric pattern in (b) indicates the crystal region orientation. The experiment was taken by synchrotron radiation hard X-ray microfucs diffraction. The single fiber was fixed on a custom-made device which can supply defined load and displacement. Pattern (a) was collected from a single fiber bearing a defined stress which was lower than yield stress. Pattern (b) was collected from the single fiber in defined strain which was larger than yield strain.

Figure S12. Diagrammatic drawing of the mesophase orientation after the second yield point observed in stress-strain curve of RSF/TiO$_2$ fiber.

Table S1. Mechanical properties of De-silk and RSF/TiO$_2$ hybrid fibers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TiO$_2$ content (%)</th>
<th>Stress/MPa</th>
<th>Modulus/GPa</th>
<th>Strain(%)</th>
<th>Breaking energy/MJ m$^{-3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>168.5±15.0</td>
<td>2.9±0.4</td>
<td>36.5±7.7</td>
<td>52.1±16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>170.7±14.2</td>
<td>3.8±0.6</td>
<td>44.0±6.8</td>
<td>55.7±10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>171.3±16.1</td>
<td>4.1±0.2</td>
<td>88.3±10.3</td>
<td>93.1±27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>201.8±11.3</td>
<td>4.2±0.8</td>
<td>63.8±10.4</td>
<td>89.8±17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>218.5±12.1</td>
<td>5.9±0.7</td>
<td>37.7±4.8</td>
<td>54.1±12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>161.7±27.1</td>
<td>7.0±1.5</td>
<td>31.8±4.1</td>
<td>38.7±11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degummed silk $^{a)}$</td>
<td>353.9±71.6</td>
<td>4.5±3.2</td>
<td>16.4±5.1</td>
<td>46.3±17.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{a)}$ Data from our previous work$^{41}$
Supporting Equations and Derivations

Guinier law is given by

$$I(q) = I_e n^2 \exp\left(-\frac{q^2 R_g^2}{3}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (S1)

where $I(q)$ is the scattering intensity, $I_e$ the X-ray scattering intensity of single electron, $n$ the sum of electron in single particle, $q$ the scattering vector ($q = 4\pi \sin \theta / \lambda$). Take the logarithm of Equation (S1):

$$\ln I(q) = K - \frac{R_g^2}{3} q^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (S2)

where constant $K$ equals to $\ln I_e n^2$. Plot $\ln I(q)$ against to $q^2$, and the $R_g$ can be obtained by

$$R_g = \sqrt{-3k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (S3)

where $k$ is the slope of $\ln I(q)$-$q^2$ curve. $R_g$ is 15.9 nm calculated in this paper.

The fractal dimension is calculated as follows. According to the relationship between intensity $I(q)$ and fractal dimension:

$$I(q) = K q^D$$  \hspace{1cm} (S4)

where $D$ is fractal dimension. Plot $\ln[I(q)]$ against $\ln q$, then the fractal dimension $D$ can be obtained from the slope. The surface fractal dimension ($D_s$) can be calculated by

$$D_s = 6 - D$$  \hspace{1cm} (S5)

Modified Porod law is given by

$$I(q) = 2\pi I_e S (\rho_A - \rho_B)^2 q^{-4} \exp(-\sigma^2 q^2) \approx \frac{K_P}{q^2} (1 - \sigma^2 q^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (S6)

where $S$ is the surface area of irradiated particles, $\rho_A$ the electron density of A phase, $\rho_B$ the electron density of B phase, $\sigma$ the parameter of interphase thickness, $K_P$ the coefficient after approximation. Plot $q^4 I(q)$ against to $q^2$, and $\sigma$ can be obtained by

$$\sigma = \sqrt{k/b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (S7)

where $k$ is the slope of the negatively divergent part, $b$ the extrapolated intercept. Similarly, Plot $q^2 I(q)$ against to $q^{-2}$, and $\sigma$ can be obtained by

$$\sigma = \sqrt{b/k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (S8)

The thickness of interface $\Delta R$ was approximately calculated by

$$\Delta R = 2\sqrt{3}\sigma$$  \hspace{1cm} (S9)

where $\Delta R$ is calculated to 5.2 nm in this paper.

The particle is ellipsoidal with semiaxis of $a$ 12 nm, $b$ 12 nm, and $c$ 25 nm obtained by TEM. $\Delta R$ is added to the dimensions of particle so that the semiaxes turn to $a$ 17.5 nm, $b$ 17.5 nm, and $c$ 30.5 nm. According to the relationship between particle dimension and $R_g$.
$R_g = \left(\frac{a^2+b^2+c^2}{5}\right)^{1/2} = \left(\frac{17.5^2+17.5^2+30.5^2}{5}\right)^{1/2} = 15.6$  \hspace{1cm} (S10)

**Supporting Method**

**SR-WAXD data processing**

FIT2D (V12.077) were applied to process SR-WAXD patterns. The circle center and distance of sample-to-detector are calibrated by CeO$_2$ powder. The background is subtracted. The radial bins are separated into 20~30 intervals. Each interval is azimuthally integrated. Plot the minimum intensity of azimuthally integrated profile against to $2\theta$ so that the amorphous profile is obtained. Equatorial and meridional integrations are done respectively. The patterns are indexed for a orthorhombic $P2_1$ space group with the unit cell of $a$ 0.938 nm, $b$ 0.949 nm and $c$ 0.698 nm.$^8$ Gaussians for equatorial peaks (010, 020, 210, 030) and meridional peak (002) and determined amorphous profile are used to do deconvolution to obtain the crystallinity and crystallite size information. The calculation method of crystallinity and crystallite size can be found in reference.$^9$ The content of interface/mesophase is calculated by the method suggested in reference.$^{10,11}$ The azimuthal integration of (020/210) is done to get the orientation information of crystallite and interface/mesophase. The calculation method can be found in reference.$^{10,11}$

**SR-SAXS data processing**

FIT2D (V12.077) and xPolar (V1.2.2.6) software were applied to process SR-SAXS patterns. The circle center and distance of sample-to-detector are calibrated by cowhells. The background is subtracted according to the value of ionization chambers. Integration is done to obtain the 1D SAXS pattern. Primus software is employed to calculate the $R_g$, and Gnom is used for $P(R)$ (particle size distribution function) calculation. Three-dimensional structure of scattering unit is constructed by DAMMIM software based on aforementioned procedures and the model is processed by PyMOL software.$^{44,45}$
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